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Abstract—In order to effectively prevent the spread of COVID-
19 virus, almost everyone wears a mask during coronavirus
epidemic. This almost makes conventional facial recognition
technology ineffective in many cases, such as community access
control, face access control, facial attendance, facial security
checks at train stations, etc. Therefore, it is very urgent to
improve the recognition performance of the existing face recog-
nition technology on the masked faces. Most current advanced
face recognition approaches are designed based on deep learning,
which depend on a large number of face samples. However, at
present, there are no publicly available masked face recognition
datasets. To this end, this work proposes three types of masked
face datasets, including Masked Face Detection Dataset (MFDD),
Real-world Masked Face Recognition Dataset (RMFRD) and
Simulated Masked Face Recognition Dataset (SMFRD). Among
them, to the best of our knowledge, RMFRD is currently the
world’s largest real-world masked face dataset. These datasets are
freely available to industry and academia, based on which various
applications on masked faces can be developed. The multi-
granularity masked face recognition model we developed achieves
95% accuracy, exceeding the results reported by the industry.
Our datasets are available at: https://github.com/X-zhangyang/
Real-World-Masked-Face-Dataset.
Index Terms—COVID-19 epidemic, masked face dataset,
masked face recognition.
I. BACKGROUND
ALMOST everyone wears a mask during the COVID-19coronavirus epidemic. Face recognition techniques, the
most important means of identification, have nearly failed,
which has brought huge dilemmas to authentication appli-
cations that rely on face recognition, such as community
entry and exit, face access control, face attendance, face gates
at train stations, face authentication based mobile payment,
face recognition based social security investigation, etc. In
particular, in the public security check like railway stations,
the gates based on traditional face recognition systems can
not effectively recognize the masked faces, but removing
masks for passing authentication will increase the risk of
virus infection. Because the COVID-19 virus can be spread
through contact, the unlocking systems based on passwords
or fingerprints are unsafe. It is much safer through face
recognition without touching, but the existing face recognition
solutions are no longer reliable when wearing a mask. To solve
above mentioned difficulties, it is necessary to improve the
existing face recognition approaches that heavily rely on all
facial feature points, so that identity verification can still be
performed reliably in the case of incompletely exposed faces.
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Fig. 1: Examples of a pair of face images. (a) and (b) are
normal face images. (c) and (d) are masked face images.
The state-of-the-art face recognizers are all designed
based on deep learning, which depend on massive training
dataset [1]-[5]. Thus, developing face recognition algorithms
for masked faces requires a large number of masked face
samples. At present, there is no publicly available masked face
dataset, and so this work proposes to construct masked face
datasets by different means.
II. PROPOSED DATASETS
Regarding the current popular face masks, there are two
closely related and different applications, namely,facial mask
detection task and masked face recognition task. Face mask
detection task needs to identify whether a person wear a mask
as required. Masked face recognition task needs to identify
the specific identity of a person with a mask. Each task has
different requirements for the dataset. The former only needs
masked face image samples, but the latter requires a dataset
which contains multiple face images of the same subject with
and without a mask. Relatively, datasets used for the face
recognition task are more difficult to construct.
In order to handle masked face recognition task, this pa-
per proposes three types of masked face datasets, including
Masked Face Detection Dataset (MFDD), Real-world Masked
Face Recognition Dataset (RMFRD) and Simulated Masked
Face Recognition Dataset (SMFRD). The introduction of
MFDD, RMFRD and SMFRD is shown below.
• MFDD: The source of MFDD mainly includes two parts:
(a) Some of samples are from related researches [6]; (b)
The other part of MFDD is crawled from the Internet.
We further label the crawled face images, performing
annotations such as whether the face wears a mask and
the position coordinates of the masked faces. This built
dataset contains 24,771 masked face images. MFDD
dataset can be used to train an accurate masked face
detection model, which serves for the subsequent masked
face recognition task. Additionally, it can also be used
to determine whether a person is wearing a mask, as
it is illegal without wearing a mask during coronavirus
epidemic.
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2Fig. 2: Samples of a set of simulated masked face images.
• RMFRD: A python crawler tool is used to crawl the
front-face images of public figures and their correspond-
ing masked face images from massive Internet resources.
Then, we manually remove the unreasonable face images
resulting from wrong correspondence. The process of fil-
tering images takes a lot of manpower. Similarly, we crop
the accurate face areas with the help of semi-automatic
annotation tools, like LabelImg and LabelMe [7]. The
dataset includes 5,000 pictures of 525 people wearing
masks, and 90,000 images of the same 525 subjects
without masks. To the best of our knowledge, this is
currently the world’s largest real-world masked face
dataset. Fig. 1 shows pairs of facial image samples.
• SMFRD: In order to expand the volume and diversity
of the masked face recognition dataset, we meanwhile
have taken alternative means, which is to put on masks
on the existing public large-scale face datasets. To im-
prove data manipulation efficiency, we have developed
a mask wearing software based on Dlib library [8] to
perform mask wearing automatically. This software is
then used to wear masks on face images in the popular
face recognition datasets, presently including LFW [9]
and Webface [10] datasets. This way, we additionally
constructed a simulated masked face dataset covering
500,000 face images of 10,000 subjects. In practice, the
simulated masked face datasets can be used along with
their original unmasked counterparts. Fig. 2 shows a set
of simulated masked face images.
III. MASKED FACE RECOGNITION
Face-based identification can be roughly divided into two
application scenarios: uncontrolled and controlled applica-
tion environments. The former mainly refers to public video
surveillance situations, where face shooting distance, view
of sight, pose, occlusion and lighting are all uncertain. In
these cases, the accuracy of face recognition is relatively
low. Moreover, the accuracy will be further reduced when
wearing a face mask. However, there are also a large number
of controlled application scenarios, such as attendance checks
in work places, security checks at train stations and facial
scan payments, etc. In these situations, subjects are usually
in a cooperative manner, typically, approaching and facing up
the camera. Thus high-quality frontal face images are readily
acquired, so that the masked face recognition task is no longer
so difficult. Even if the mask covers part of the face, the
features of upper half of the face, such as eye and eyebrow, can
still be used to improve the availability of the face recognition
system. Of course, the premise is to exclude mask interference
and give higher priority to useful exposed face features.
Our proposed masked face recognition technique has been
blessed with two aspects. One is the built dataset, and the
other is the full use of uncovered useful face features. We took
advantages of the existing public face recognition datasets,
and combined them with the self-built simulated masked faces
as well as the masked faces from actual scenes as the final
dataset to train a face-eye-based multi-granularity recognition
model. In particular, we applied different attention weights to
the key features in visible parts of the masked face, such as
face contour, ocular and periocular details, forehead, and so on,
which effectively addresses the problem of uneven distribution
of facial discriminative information. As result, we promote the
recognition accuracy of masked faces from the initial 50% to
95%.
IV. APPLICATION STATUS AND PROSPECT
Probably because of the sudden emergence of the COVID-
19 epidemic, at present, there are few institutions that apply
facial recognition technology to people wearing masks. Based
on our survey, Sense Time Technology reported a pass rate of
85% when the person exposes 50% of the nose [11]. Hanvon
Technology also reported that the accuracy of masked face
recognition is about 85% [12]. The best result reported so
far is from MINIVISION Technology, with an accuracy of
over 90% [13]. Our face-eye-based multi-granularity model
achieves 95% recognition accuracy. Generally, masked face
recognition technology can be used to identify people wearing
masks but it is still not very reliable compared to the regular
facial recognition technology which already witnessed an
accuracy of over 99%. Another related task is face mask
recognition, that is, identifying whether a person is wearing a
mask as required or not. Because the task is relatively simple,
the recognition accuracy is much higher. Tencent, Baidu, and
Jingdong all reach a recognition accuracy of more than 99%.
We built the MFDD, RMFRD and SMFRD datasets, and
developed a state-of-the-art algorithm based on these datasets.
The algorithm will serve the applications of contactless face
authentication in community access, campus management, and
enterprise resumption scenarios. Our research has contributed
scientific and technological power to the prevention and con-
trol of coronavirus epidemics and the resumption of production
in industry. Furthermore, due to the frequent occurrence of
haze weather, people will often wear masks, and the need for
face recognition with masks will persist for a long time.
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